Achieve healthcare payment integrity, finally.
The only seamlessly integrated software platform.
Turn mountains of data into actionable answers.

You don’t need more data, you need more answers – the right answers that help you prevent FWA before it
starts. As your trusted partner and technology solution, we give you the power and confidence to accurately
prevent, recover and simulate FWA in a matter of days. It’s time to say good-bye to your payment integrity
challenges and hello to the actionable answers you need, finally.
Get actionable answers within days with our rapid set-up
Achieve prevention, go beyond recovery and simulate portfolio risk
Save time with the only solution ready to ingest any and all data, regardless of type or source
See more accurate insights with the lowest false positive rate in the industry
Keep working the way you work with seamlessly integrated modules and workflows
Take action with role-based, easy to use dashboards

Go beyond recovery to prevention and simulation within days.

The Alivia Analytics Healthcare Payment Integrity Platform™ is built on the most advanced technology,
including AI and machine learning, and delivers the only seamless, full-suite solution in the industry. The
result? Never-before-possible accuracy and answers to give you the knowledge you need to prevent, recover
and forecast with unparalleled accuracy.

Achieve Healthcare Payment Integrity with Powerful Technology
Actionable answers. Lowest false positive rate. Up and running in days.

Healthcare Payment Integrity Continuum
Whether your goal is to prevent or recover – Alivia’s platform seamlessly integrates
with your existing systems and processes across the entire payment continuum.

You’re in good company.

Meet a few of our customers. We’re happy to provide references at any time.
Alivia Analytics helped bring our fraud investigators into the future.
With the Alivia user-friendly dashboards, we have seen a huge
improvement in productivity and are able to gain insight from our
dataset with ease. The expertise and support from the Alivia team has
been excellent and you can tell they really care about our success.
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ABOUT ALIVIA ANALYTICS

TM

Alivia Analytics Healthcare Payment Integrity Platform

Seamlessly integrated modules.
Get up and running in days with the only seamlessly
integrated software platform in the industry. We built
every module to work the way you work and deliver
the answers you need when you need them. We turn
mountains of data into actionable answers, fast, so
you can go beyond recovery to prevention and
simulation in days, not months.

Purpose-built to ingest massive amounts
of data.
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BENEFITS OF ALIVIA ANALYTICS

Our software platform is purpose-built to ingest
everything and anything – literally. We do the heavy
lifting so you don’t have to. By taking every source of
healthcare payment data within your organization—
regardless of format or structure—our robust platform
puts you one step ahead of preventing FWA.

POWERFUL: Purpose-built software platform
ingests any and all data, regardless of type or
source
PRECISE: Unprecedented speed and accuracy
SMART: AI and Machine Learning algorithms train
themselves
COMPATIBLE: Seamlessly integrates with existing

Get actionable answers fast.

data, systems and processes

Alivia Analytics is the only healthcare payment
integrity platform built to save you time. The Alivia
Analytics Healthcare Payment Integrity Platform™
does the heavy-lifting every step of the way, so you
can get more out of your FWA program. Because
we’re purpose-built to solve your payment integrity
problems, you benefit from unprecedented speed,
accuracy and answers.

INTEGRATED: Full platform, including case
management, provides actionable answers fast
FLEXIBLE: Choice of cloud or on-premise
implementation
FAST: Installation to actionable answers in a
matter of days

Without
Alivia Analytics

With

Ready to achieve healthcare payment integrity?
So are we. Take the next step and schedule a demo to
see how Alivia Analytics can get you the actionable
answers you need within days.
Get the Alivia Analytics Advantage.
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SCHEDULE A DEMO
617-227-5111
info@aliviaanalytics.com
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